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Abstract: As we are living in a data-driven era with fast growing technologies, there exists a bulk of data generated, 

captured and also maintained for a variety of purposes. So there is a need of efficient, adequate tools to visualize 

the data and extract knowledge from them. This is possible with different visual analytic techniques. In this paper, 

we have presented a survey on different visual analytic techniques in various fields. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

We are in a world which faces a fast rapidly increasing amount of data to be dealt with every day. Due to the very large 

amount of data, sometimes it is stored without filtering or refining. This increases the possibility of collecting and storing 

data at a faster rate than using it for making proper decisions. Always, we need to extract only knowledge from the raw 

data rather than complete raw data. 

Visual analytics deals with capabilities of human visual information gathering and also abundant processing power of 

computers. Visual analytics are applied to the task of transforming data into valid information and finally to synthesize the 

knowledge. Many visual analytic systems combine both interactive visualization and also computational analysis. This 

helps for a complete understanding and decision making in very complex and huge data sets. Visual analytics contain 

various tools and techniques that help user to extract efficient knowledge from complex data and communicate 

effectively. Visual analytics is a multi-disciplinary area ranging from Bio Technology, Database research, Medicine, 

Business, Security and also Risk management. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Teng-Yok Lee et. al. [1] presents an integrated analysis and also visualization framework to clearly understand the 

Madden-Julian Oscillation [MJO] phenomenon from very large scale spatiotemporal climate simulation data. The paper 

discusses the tight integration of MJO domain knowledge, data analysis techniques such as feature tracking and also 

visualization methods such as virtual globe which can lead to powerful system for climate research. Gaither Kelly et. al. 

[7] describes how to employ a dataset of 4096 cells per time slice with 17 time steps, for a total 1 trillion cells to analyze 

Turbulent-flow simulations. The paper introduces a system for automatic feature detection and classification that is suited 

to infrequent data and also discuss about various ways to visualize data after analyzing the shapes and structures of 

entropy. The system identifies coherent paths and component birth, death and reconnection of cells. The paper 

implements the feature analysis on top of visualization, which is a popular large scale system that many use. Kendall 

Wesley et. al. [8] presents a visual analytics system for exploring feature characteristics in large scale flow data sets. The 

system uses their back end processing pipeline support and effective feature queries. One among them is OSUFLOW, 

flow tracing library that can generate millions of field lines in parallel using supercomputers. Other component is scalable 

query interface, which supports parallel querying. The paper demonstrates the systems utility using data generated from 

parallel ocean program and also provides detailed analysis of system performance. Gorg C et.al. [12] investigated how 

visual analysis supports the intelligence analysis which requires people and some organization to review and access the 

large set of information to understand situations. Jigsaw was designed to help investigators explore and understand 

collections of text documents and to follow trails of ideas embedded across the documents. The authors also formed few 
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objectives for jigsaw and other visual analytics. The insights for visual analytics projects and hypothetical scenarios show 

the capacity of visual analytics to aid analysts who explore and evaluate volumes of data. Johanna Schmidt et. al. [16] 

worked towards new approach for comparative visualization for sets of images. In many tasks, there is a need to compare 

two sets of datasets and hence there is need of comparative visualization tool to find out the difference and also 

similarities among many datasets. The main challenge is in scaling and also parameters like color. The paper introduced 

new approaches to know differences and similarities which mainly preserve contextual information by allowing detailed 

analysis. The paper proves the flexibility of their approach by applying it to multiple different domains. Heer J et. al. [19] 

presented design considerations for asynchronous collaboration in visual analysis environments by highlighting issues of 

work parallelization, communication and also social organization. The paper attempted to identify methods which 

facilitates collaboration and also suggests mechanisms for achieving those. The focus is on the list of collaborative 

visualization tasks along with techniques to improve shared contexts and awareness and also to consider parallelized work 

that facilitate mutual understanding and also to reduce cost of various collaborative tasks. Stark Robert et. al. [27] 

attempted a design to convey geo spatial and more detailed information without cognitive overload and also to allow the 

user to quickly delve into details of anomalies, using an in house application frame work. To meet this, user needs to 

create system which interact “Big pictures” data visualization with detailed view, using clustering algorithm to promote 

geo spatial analysis, a unique display to charts to convey both health and anomalies. This software put in place the 

backbone of a powerful and multipurpose platform that intuitively ties together the visualization of geo spatial and 

quantitative data sets which allows user to easily analyze the overall status of network. 

Jaegul Choo et. al. [2] discusses the importance of convergence and precision where these two aspects have not received 

the required consideration in visual analysis. The paper proposes various customizing computational methods which 

include low precision computational and also iteration level visualization to ensure real time visual analytics for big data. 

Khairi Reda et. al. [3] discusses how a new kind of visualization space called hybrid reality environments can achieve 

scalable visualization of various heterogeneous datasets. These environments synergize the capabilities of VR and high 

resolution tiled LCD walls, letting users unite 2D and 3D information spaces. The paper introduces two environments 

cyber commons and CAVE 2 along with some real world application. Fisher Danyel et. al. [9] describes on interactive 

exploration of very large datasets. The paper explores how user interacts with changing incremental visualization and 

reveals challenges unique to this visualization mode. The paper describes guide lines for visualizing changing, 

approximate results and apply these guidelines by adopting past visualization technique to convey uncertainty 

information. Interactive exploration continues to be a top challenge in extreme scale virtual analytics. Fekete J D et. al. 

[14] addresses various different nature of exploration. Visual analytic applications should rely on standard data 

management streams instead of building their own. And even exploration is the construction of a workflow as series of 

operations that filters, summarizes and analyze the data. Eventually visual analytics could become easier to implement 

and more widespread. Koch steffen et. al. [20] tried how relatively young field of visual analytics aims to combine 

automatic procedures with algorithms which are used to retrieve information along with various visual techniques. The 

paper presents an interactive method for dealing with exhaustive search and analyzing problems which indirectly facilitate 

the steering of machine learning technique. The paper also describes how a binary classifier can be created quickly by 

employing interactive visualization by providing detailed usage example. 

Chinchor N A et.al. [10] put forward a step to address combining multimedia analysis and visual analytics to deal with 

information from different sources having different set of goals or even objectives which contains various media types 

and their combinations. Hence, multimedia analytics is a critical need for a broad range of applications which includes 

medicine, economics, social media and security. The paper also focuses on history and also interfaces that leverage 

metadata to deliver efficient, effective retrieval from multimedia. Tobias Schreck et. al. [11] tried various ways which are 

quite interesting to visually analyze different types of various social media data that includes community provided photo 

collections, streaming news data and also geo-referenced micro blog data. Visual representations can help to provide an 

initial over view of the data which enables the analysts to identify and navigate aspects of interest. Researchers have 

prototypes for numerous systems that extract the multifaceted information from social media streams and hence combine 

this information with other data and results in interactive visual displays. The paper also presents results which are mainly 

relied on image metadata. Jaiwan Zhang et. al. [17] proposed new visual analytics approach for analyzing and also 

visualizing the elegant wall painting degradation. The paper came up with multi scale visual analytics framework along 

with many hypothesis testing tools to develop assistance of work such as radial layout plus bar charts tool for overall 

visualization, aggregated visualization tool with line charts combined with radar maps to know overall degradation in 
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different scales. Several case studies have also been carried out using real world painting data collected from world 

Heritage site as to verify the effectiveness of proposed method. Scharl A et. al. [18] presented the media watch on climate 

change which is a public web portal that captures and also aggregates the large achieves of digital contents from various 

multiple stakeholders groups. Every week it accesses the relevance of millions of documents and user comments from 

new media, blogs, web 2.0 platforms such as face book, twitter and even you tube along with other range of sources. The 

paper introduced interactive dash board with trend charts and complex map projections that not only shows how often and 

where it is published but also gives real time account of concepts that stake holders associate with climate change. Both 

sides are considered as to help gain a better understanding of other climate related issues. Horn Chris et. al. [30] attempts 

to develop a visual analytics tool which can be used to identify several areas of concern within provided data. This was 

presented by videos that depict the visual analytic interaction sequence of two to explore data sets using the tool. This 

paper mainly presents the design rationale behind the secure decisions team entry, aspects of tool and some technical 

details behind the process.  

Johanna Beyer et. al. [4] describes a system for interactive exploration of Petascale volume data of neural tissues 

generated by high throughput electron microscopy imaging. This visualization driven systems let users handle multiple 

volumes of incomplete data, restricts most computations to a small subset of data, and achieves scalable computing with 

multi resolution virtual memory. Wood J et. al. [21] reported design decisions along with software to know about disease 

and its mutation by using visual analytics software. The study focuses on how the fictitious disease may have spread 

between various cities around the globe and how the genetic sequence taken from infected patients may be used to chart 

the evolution of the disease and its changes along with drug resistance and other characteristics. The paper uses lower 

level programming environment processing, a graphically oriented set of java libraries. Processing is engineered to ease 

the fast prototyping which is suitable for iterative tool development data analysis tasks. Carpendale S et. al. [31] focused 

on biological data visualization and the viewpoints presented are relevant to visualization and visual analytics in general. 

Ontology is essentially graphing based knowledge represented in which each node corresponds to concept and each edge 

specifies a relation between two concepts. Visualization plays a significant role in biology which has embraced ontologies 

purpose fully and energetically. Here, they have examined the potential impact of ontologies, increasing presence in 

research. The two goals of this work are: first, support ontology developers, data creators and data analysts with 

techniques. Second, stimulate new research programs for developing knowledge - assisted visualization by making use of 

ontologies as knowledge representations.  

Rysavy S J et.al. [5] developed DIVE [Data Intensive Visualization Engine] as to fill the technological gap and also 

makes big data visual analytical approaches accessible. DIVE has some of the components like data pipeline that is 

extensible and also adoptable which transforms datasets at various speeds. DIVE is visual analytic software framework 

which is expressed ontologically and also sufficient to analyze the large datasets at various speeds. Here, authors present 

bioinformatics applications to prove that DIVE can handle data from many domains. Shaverdian Anna et. al. [6] discusses 

VA graph framework that will facilitate the design of techniques for scale graph analysis. Their algebraic based 

framework aggregates and selects attributes and also information from very large graphs. The paper focuses on the graph 

algebra’s theoretical foundations and also present working implementation over cytoscope which is a popular biological 

network exploration tool. The implementation demonstrates the algebraic framework and scalable aggregation by making 

use of large social network datasets. Kwan-Liu Ma et. al. [13] presented survey of graph layout and simple methods that 

reveal considerable progress in various new directions. Graph visualization and analytics use advanced measurements that 

leads to rich interactive network view and also node grouping and filtering. Graph analysis is a key for research 

innovations to address the escalating and complexities of data. The paper discusses new methods that must address 

network representation, from the fundamental problems of laying out a large graph analytics and also simplifications for 

dynamic graphs. Jun Ma et. al. [15] introduced Flow Graph which is a novel compound graph representation which 

hierarchically arranges field line clusters and also spatiotemporal regions for occlusion-free and along with controllable 

visual exploration. The paper showed that Flow graph not only provides a visual mapping which abstracts field line 

clusters and region details but also serves as guiding tool for exploration and its understanding. Making use of brushing as 

well as linking in conjunction with standard field line view they demonstrated effectiveness of Flow graph. An expert 

evaluation is performed to confirm the usefulness of this technique. Shi Lei et. al. [26] introduces visualization along with 

data processing and visual analytics process. Visualization a graph with more than a hundred nodes faces two challenges. 

First, classical force directed methods in most cases fail to calculate an optimally graph layout in real time. Second, even 
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though layout is computed it does not allow user from understanding graph in detail which is necessary. Hence in the 

proposed method, they used a combination of anomaly lists detected in the data pre-processing part to the graph links. 

Campbell C et. al. [22] in response to a challenge, developed an analytical pipeline which combines manual analysis with 

automated entity extraction and visualization tool to gain insight into source document. Visualization is also key 

component of this challenge as tools were used throughout the analysis starting from hypothesis to illustrating 

conclusions. This approach makes the tool agnostic and also other few tools could be added or subtracted based on the 

future analysis, on data types and subject areas. Pascale Proulx et. al. [23] focuses on the analytics using the n Space/ Geo 

time tools which helps to investigate visual analytic application or that deal with text records. Geo time and n Space are 

two innovative visual analytical applications which support investigation of large and complex multi-dimensional data 

sets. These tools provided an open and integrated analytical environment that acted as visual extension of their cognitive 

capabilities. Barcelos Yussif et. al. [24] briefly describes the tool which was monitored to know the health status of 

network of fictitious bank and mainly focusing on machines policy status and activity flags. This tool provides traditional 

and high density visualizations to evidence trends, patterns and also used to spot various exceptions and casual 

relationship. Visual analysis is the science of analytical reasoning facilitated by interactive visual interfaces. The 

challenge was to create own tools to facilitate the management of network of fictitious bank of money. The proposed tool 

was developed which help users to explore and have insights about network data. Cao Yong et. al. [25] introduced GPU - 

Accelerated visual analysis tool. The main design objective of the tool is to identify temporal patterns from huge and 

complex data. In order to meet the objectives, the paper introduced three unique features automatic animation, disjunctive 

data filters and also time synced visualization by multiple data sets. The tool supports various correlated data views such 

as histogram view, parallel coordinated view and also dynamic view. This AVIST tool is used to identify three 

noteworthy events which include data sets of firewall log and Intrusion detection system. Dudas L et. al. [28] proposed a 

visual analytics tool that allows the user to browse and drill down the various multi-dimensional data on line with the 

possibility to export results into zooming representation frame work. And this is addressed by aiding the cognitively hard 

tasks of understanding attributes. The objective is to handle big size of data efficiently. Since OWLAP has server client 

architecture, heavy computation can be performed while the geographical clients run on simple personal computers. So 

server generates OLAP cubes using parallel threads, dividing into smaller parts and each handles its own fragment. Victor 

Yingjie Chen et. al. [29] presented visual analytics system semantic Prism, which aims to analyze large scale high 

dimensional data sets containing logs of million computers and this system visualization the data from  different 

perspective: geo temporal, time series curve and also pixel visualization. Mainly system is developed using adobe flash, 

PHP and MySQL. It is a web application that analyst can run using most modern web browsers and along with this the 

client server structure is naturally suitable for such a problem by keeping large scale data in central location. On the 

whole, this analyst explores the data from different aspects. 

III. CONCLUSION 

As the relevance and importance of extracting knowledge from raw data is continuously increasing, the importance of 

Visualization and Visual Analytics is increasing parallely. This paper discusses the various techniques of visual analytics 

for different applications which is the cutting edge of research today. 
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